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 The First Ukrainian Nationalist Congress is a Ukrainian nationalist organization involved in the same field of the HWC. Background HWC was one of the first right-wing organisations in Ukraine. It was created in 1992 by Andriy Klyuyev, Andriy Klyuyev and Volodymyr Yevtushenko. The HWC is against the Ukrainian SSR and Communist Party of Ukraine. Since 1997, the HWC is represented in
a number of Ukrainian diaspora communities and has a special position in the movement of Ukrainian nationalist organization in the US. Political positions HWC is against the current political situation in Ukraine, which has a pro-Russian policy. The organization sees the Russian Federation as a dangerous threat to Ukraine's national independence. As a consequence, HWC views the integration of

Ukraine into the Russian Federation as a catastrophe. The HWC considers the Ukrainian language as the nation's "sacred" language, therefore Ukrainians should be able to use it in their daily communication. The Ukrainian language must be promoted and used in politics. The HWC is for: Independence of Ukraine Freedom of speech and Freedom of religion in Ukraine Freedom of the press in
Ukraine Lowering of taxes Creation of non-public organizations Lowing prices in Ukraine Lowering the costs of living for Ukrainians The referendum on integration of Ukraine into the Russian Federation Belarusian language must be recognized as the official language in Belarus. Influence Some members of the organization have taken part in the People's Council, which was an opposition party in

Belarus. In 2004, HWC member Volodymyr Yevtushenko was appointed as the head of the Ukrainian delegation in the Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian Parliament) and as the head of the Ukrainian delegation in the Europarliament. In 2005, several HWC members took part in the creation of the Ukrainian National Organization, which was later called the Ukrainian National Congress (UNC). References
External links Homepage Homepage 2 Category:Ukrainian nationalist organizations Category:Political organizations based in Ukraine Category:Ukrainian diaspora Category:Political parties established in 1992Leonie Collicott Leonie Collicott, MVO (born 19 June 1965) is a British television journalist and television presenter. She is 82157476af
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